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ABSTRACT
Robot-Robot-Human Interaction is an emerging field, holding the potential to reveal social effects involved in human interaction with more than one robot. We tested if an interaction between one participant and two non-humanoid robots can lead to negative feelings related to ostracism, and if it can impact fundamental psychological needs including control, belonging, meaningful existence, and self-esteem. We implemented a physical ball-tossing activity based on the Cyberball paradigm. The robots’ ball-tossing ratio towards the participant was manipulated in three conditions: Exclusion (10%), Inclusion (33%), and Over-inclusion (75%). Objective and subjective measures indicated that the Exclusion condition led to an ostracism experience which involved feeling "rejected", "ignored", and "meaningless", with an impact on various needs including control, belonging, and meaningful existence. We conclude that interaction with more than one robot can form a powerful social context with the potential to impact psychological needs, even when the robots have no humanoid features.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) is commonly perceived as a social experience [4, 9, 18, 19, 54]. The various social effects associated with HRI include core phenomena that are well studied in social psychology such as conflict resolution [50], teamwork [71], bullying [56], and racism [1]. Social interpretations are also attributed to interactions with non-humanoid robots [7, 15, 24, 27, 73], despite their restricted communication modalities (no human-like gestures, no speech capabilities). Even minimal movement of non-humanoid robots (e.g. doors, ottoman, or abstract objects) is consistently perceived as a social experience [3, 27, 51]. A recent study indicated that attributing social interpretation to such interactions is an automatic process that cannot be avoided [15], explained by the human tendency to perceive the world through a social lens [13, 69].

Most studies evaluating social interaction with robots focus on interactions between one human and one robot [34, 36, 39] or the interaction between a group of humans and one robot [38, 53, 57]. In recent years there is a growing interest in human-interaction with more than one robot, i.e. Robot-Robot-Human Interaction (RRHI). These interactions lead to new social contexts including conformity to a group of robots [48], perception of ingroup vs. outgroup robots [22], and robot-robot social communication [55].

Another core social effect that can be studied in an RRHI context is ostracism, defined as the experience of being socially excluded by others [63, 64, 67]. Ostracism leads to substantial negative effects, including anxiety [6], depression [10], decreased sense of self-worth [43], and even activation of brain areas related to physical pain [14]. These negative effects are attributed to a threat on psychological needs related to well-being. Ostracism received considerable empirical attention [23], and was typically studied using the Cyberball paradigm [61, 62], involving virtual ball-tossing (on the computer) between participants and two computerized co-players, presented as remote human players. The co-players’ icons and the participant toss an animated ball between each other (see Figure 2).

In the Cyberball paradigm, the co-players tossing-ratio to the participant is pre-programmed, forming an exclusion or “ostracism” condition (where participants receive only 5%-10% of the tosses),
and an inclusion condition (33% of the tosses) [47, 62, 66]. Some studies also involve an over-inclusion condition (67%-75% of the tosses) [12, 59, 60]. Typical results from Cyberball experiments indicate that the exclusion condition leads to negative effects on mood [64, 72] and on four fundamental psychological needs: control, belonging, meaningful existence, and self-esteem [67]. Similar effects were also found when participants were informed that the co-players are computer generated humanoid characters [72] or virtual humanoid agents [29, 31].

![Figure 2: The classic Cyberball paradigm, one participant and two co-players. Figure used with permission [66].](image)

In this study we evaluate if a Robot-Robot-Human Interaction can lead to an experience of ostracism, and to a negative impact on fundamental psychological needs. We implemented a physical adaptation of the Cyberball paradigm with two non-humanoid robots and one participant (unlike classic Cyberball studies which use on-screen representations of two remote humans). Using subjective and objective measures we evaluated participants’ experience and the impact on their psychological needs in three conditions with varying tossing ratios towards the participant: Exclusion, Inclusion, and Over-inclusion. We chose non-humanoid robotic objects (see Figure 3), to minimize the influence of human-like features. Both robots are used with permission [3, 25]. Using two different robotic objects allowed to avoid grouping effects due to similar appearance (i.e. gestalt effect) and provided an opportunity to evaluate if there are different responses to the different robots. The specific robots chosen represent two types of robotic objects explored in the non-humanoid robot literature: (1) everyday robotic objects (e.g.[30, 51]), in our study a “desk-lamp” robotic object; and (2) abstract robotic objects that participants do not associate with a consistent metaphor (e.g. [3, 73]), in our study a “ball rolling on a dome”.

2 RELATED WORK

Related studies evaluated rejection by robots, the influence of exclusion in the Cyberball paradigm on a following interaction with a robot, and RRHI studies.

2.1 Rejection by robots

A few studies evaluated participants’ response to robots that rejected them or preferred another human over them. In a collaborative task with a robotic arm, two participants were asked to build the highest tower possible from single blocks. The robotic arm distributed the blocks either equally or unequally between the participants. Findings indicated that in the non-equal condition (i.e. robot “favored” one of the participants) the participants’ performance was negatively influenced (shorter towers) and they reported on lower levels of satisfaction from the teamwork with the human partner [28]. Another example involved an individual human-robot interaction in a “Connect-4” game [40]. The robot verbally stated that it doesn’t want to play with the participant again. Participants who were rejected by the robot reported a significant decrease in self-esteem in comparison to participants that were not rejected by the robot (baseline). These studies indicate that an interaction with a robot can lead to a negative impact on participants’ performance and self-esteem. We extend this line of work by evaluating the special case of ostracism when interacting with more than one robot and its impact on fundamental psychological needs.

2.2 Cyberball experience followed by a human-robot interaction experience

The classic on-screen Cyberball paradigm was used to test if exclusion (by humans) influences robot anthropomorphism in a following interaction with a dinosaur-shaped robot. Findings revealed no increase in anthropomorphism levels associated with the robot. The researcher suggested that the lack of effect may be due to the robot’s non-humanoid features [17]. Another study that used the classic Cyberball paradigm evaluated the potential of exclusion mitigation through a following interaction with a zoomorphic pet robot. Findings indicated that the interaction with the robot facilitated coping with the exclusion-related emotions (in comparison to participants who did not interact with the robot). The authors suggested that interacting with the robot is useful for short term emotion regulation [45]. While these studies tested the relation between exclusion and a following interaction with a robot, they did not evaluate exclusion by robots.

2.3 Robot-Robot-Human Interaction: interaction with more than one robot

In recent years, HRI researchers evaluated social experiences in a Robot-Robot-Human Interaction context. Salomons and Scassellati (2018) tested whether humans would change their opinion to comply with robots’ opinions. Based on Asch’s pioneering work in social psychology, participants interacted with a group of three robots and were asked to match a word to one out of six possible images. In the experimental group, participants first chose a preliminary answer, followed by a presentation of the robots’ answers,
and were then asked to choose a final answer. The robots’ answers were either identical to each other or varied between the robots. In the baseline group, participants were not given information about the robots’ choices. Providing the robots’ answers and specifically when they were identical, frequently led participants to change their answers to conform to the robots’ choices [48]. RRHI was also tested by Tan et al. (2019) who evaluated the communication between two robots in the presence of humans. Participants were asked to request assistance from a stationary robot that summoned a mobile robot to lead the participant to another destination. The stationary robot used verbal cues to communicate with the mobile robot, which could only signal that it is ready with a beeping sound. The findings indicated that when the communication between the robots had social aspects, people found the robots to be more likable and warm. The type of interaction did not affect the perceived functional attributes of the robots [55]. Another social context of RRHL related to group membership, was tested by Häring et al. (2014) who asked participants to play a card game with two humanoid Nao robots. One of the robots was presented as part of the participant’s social ingroup and the other as part of a social out-group. Findings showed that ingroup association (vs. the out-group) increased participants’ positive reactions, willingness to cooperate, and tendency for anthropomorphism [22].

We extend these pioneering RRHI studies by testing if an interaction with two robots can lead to intense negative feelings related to ostracism, and if it can further impact fundamental psychological needs. We specifically tested an interaction with non-humanoid robots to evaluate if the effect is evident when interacting with devices that have no human characteristics.

3 TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented a physical Cyberball experience by adapting the screen-based Cyberball classic paradigm to a physical interaction, using two non-humanoid robots and a hidden robotic arm that controls a physical ball’s movement using magnetic force (see Figure 4).

The participant clicks a button on a physical UI pad to “toss” the ball towards one of the robots: left or right. The robots react to the ball’s movement with carefully triggered physical gestures (e.g. Follow ball, Receive ball, or Toss ball). The perceived experience is of the robots “tossing” the ball towards one another or towards the participant.

3.1 System architecture

The robots are placed at exactly 120 degrees from each other and from the participant. The E-prime software [49] manages the number and order of tosses using the Butter robotics platform [37] which controls the various motors.

Figure 5: The robotic arm is constructed of a 25 cm metal rod with a magnet at the edge (1), an MX-28 Dynamixel motor (2), a Raspberry Pi controller (3), all mounted under the table (4).

Robotic arm and ball movement. The hidden robotic arm (see Figure 5) leverages magnetic force to move the ball (a 42mm sized ball made of plastic with a smaller metal ball inside) on the table’s surface. The arm’s movement has pre-defined acceleration and deceleration to simulate natural movement [58].

Robotic objects (see Figure 3). The robots include a Raspberry Pi controller and 2 Dynamixel smart servo motors. Each robot was previously evaluated in separate physical interaction studies, confirming that participants perceive the interaction as a social experience despite the non-humanoid design [3, 15, 25, 46]. Specifically for this study each robot was programmed to perform five gestures, designed by an animator using the Blender animation software: Toss gesture, moving from “facing” the ball to “facing” the other robot/participant; Receive gesture, moving from “facing” the other robot/participant to the point where the ball stops on the table; Follow gesture, moving from “facing” the tossing entity (participant/robot) to “facing” the receiving entity (participant/other robot); Hello gesture, turning towards the participant; Goodbye gesture, turning away from the participant (see Figure 6, Left).

E-prime. A gold-standard software for experimental (behavioral) studies. We developed a TCP-based communication protocol between E-prime and the robots’ control platform, enabling accurate activation and synchronization. The software also controlled the tossing ratio to the participant (10%, 33%, or 75%) and randomized the tosses order.

3.2 Technical validation

We performed two technical validations to verify the system’s reliability with regards to automated response time, circular movement accuracy, and possible time variations caused by the mechanical components. Completion time of full system operation was tested
Experimental setting. A table (106cm diameter, 1.8cm thick, were placed 3 cm from the edge of the table equidistant from each A between-participant experimental design included three condi-

tion, 33% (13/39) of the tosses were passed to the participant, making it an equal number of tosses between the par-

ticipant and the rest were passed between the robots. (2) Inclusion condition, only ~75% (29/39) of the tosses were passed to the participant, decreasing the possibility that the random assignment would result in biased groups.

4.4 Dependent Measures

We used both quantitative and qualitative measures. Quantitative measures included questionnaires assessing fundamental psychological needs [72], mood [68], and the participants’ perception of robots [5]. We also performed an objective evaluation using the Lexical Decision task [16] to measure the implicit effect of the RRHI experience. Qualitative measures included semi-structured interviews.

4.4.1 Quantitative measures.

Subjective measures.

Needs Threat Scale (NTS) [20, 72]. The questionnaire consists of 12 questions designed to assess the costs of ostracism and the benefits of inclusion. It includes questions concerning four needs: (1) Control (e.g. “I feel that I am able to do what I want”); (2) Belonging (e.g. “I feel poorly accepted”); (3) Meaningful existence (e.g. “I feel non-existent”); (4) Self-esteem (e.g. “I feel good about myself”). All questions were rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1-not at all, 5-extremely). Cronbach’s Alpha 0.83.

Mood questionnaire [68]. The questionnaire consists of 8 ques-
tions designed to assess mood. Participants are asked to report to what extent they feel friendly, unfriendly, angry, pleasant, happy, sad, good, and bad. Participants rated their mood on a 5-point Likert scale (1-not at all, 5-extremely). Cronbach’s Alpha 0.85.

Godspeed questionnaire [5]. Although not the focus of this work, we also evaluated the influence of the robot’s tossing-ratio on participants’ perception of the robots. We used three relevant sub-scales from the godspeed questionnaire: Likability (Cronbach’s Alpha 0.88), Animacy (Cronbach’s Alpha 0.86), and Perceived Intelligence (Cronbach’s Alpha 0.83).

Objective measure.

Lexical Decision is a Reaction-Time (RT) task used for implicit evaluation of participants’ experience [16, 70]. In the computerized task participants judged if a string of letters represents a word (e.g. “asked”) or a non-word (e.g. “ekads”). The non-words are composed of the same letters and same length as the words (e.g. word: “Accepted”; non-word: “Cacteped”). 15 strings composed a word and 15 a non-word. Each letter-string was presented twice during the experiment in a randomized order (a total of 60 trials). In each trial,
Table 1: Results of the ANOVA analysis showing significant impact on all four subscales composing the Needs Threat Scale [72]. Scheffe post hoc analyses indicated a similar pattern for the control, belonging, and meaningful existence needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>F(2,33)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>P value Scheffe</th>
<th>P value Scheffe</th>
<th>P value Scheffe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-esteem</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging</td>
<td>17.35</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful existence</td>
<td>20.64</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a single letter-string was presented at the center of the screen. Participants classified the string by pressing on ‘A’ for a word and ‘L’ for a non-word.

Previous Lexical Decision studies, indicated that humans have a general tendency to respond slower to negative words, due to an inherent defense mechanism [2]. Participants’ RTs for negative words were found to be longer in comparison to RTs for neutral or positive words ("slowing effect") [16, 70]. The "slowing effect" is eliminated when the negative words are relevant for the participant’s current context (e.g. classifying sad words after watching a sad movie). In these cases RTs for negative words become similar to those of neutral and positive words [16].

This objective measurement technique was leveraged for evaluating the effect of ostracism immediately after the interaction with the robots. We used 5 exclusion-related words (e.g. Invisible), 5 inclusion-related words (e.g. Accepted), and 5 neutral words (e.g. Taught). Participants were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Exclusion effects were calculated by the difference (in RT) between exclusion-related words and neutral words. If the Exclusion condition indeed leads to an ostracism experience, the exclusion-related words should become “relevant for the current context” and the RTs should be similar to those of neutral and positive words, eliminating the “slowing effect”. In the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions, exclusion-related words should not become "relevant for the current context" and the "slowing effect" should not be eliminated.

4.4.2 Qualitative measure.

A semi-structured interview was conducted to better understand participants’ experience, thoughts, and attitudes (e.g. “Please describe the experience”, “What did you think about the robotic objects?”). In addition, participants were asked to estimate the number of tosses they received from the robots as a manipulation check.

4.5 Procedure

A week prior to the experiment, participants received (by email) pretest questionnaires evaluating the need to belong [33], self-esteem [32], and attitudes towards robots [11].

On the day of the experiment, the participant arrived at the lab, signed an informed consent form, and completed a demographic questionnaire. The participant was informed that the purpose of the study is to have an introductory experience with two robotic objects that will serve as a basis for following interactions with these robots. The participant was then invited to the experiment room and sat next to the table (see Figure 1). The researcher explained that ball-tosses are initiated using the buttons, with the left button initiating a toss to the left robotic object, and right button to the right robotic object. The participant was also reminded that the experiment is recorded for later analysis and that it is possible to quit without consequences. The researcher left the room, started the experiment protocol using E-prime, and the robotic objects were triggered to perform the Hello gesture. The participant began the interaction by pressing on one of the buttons which initiated the ball’s movement (executed by the robotic arm). At the same time the robots’ Follow or Receive gestures were triggered. As the ball reached one of the robots and stopped, that robot performed its turn, directing a Toss gesture towards either the other robot or the participant, with the ball moving accordingly. When the ball was tossed towards the participant, the non-tossing robot followed the ball movement with a Follow gesture. When the ball was tossed towards the other robotic object, that robot performed a Receive gesture.

The overall experience lasted approximately 5 minutes and included 39 tosses with varying tossing ratios towards the participant based on the condition (10% Exclusion, 33% Inclusion, 75% Over-inclusion). At the end of the interaction, the robots performed a Goodbye gesture and returned to their base position. The researcher re-entered the room and the participant was asked to perform the Lexical Decision task, to complete the questionnaires, and was then interviewed. As in previous Cyberball studies [47, 72], the experiment ended with an extensive debriefing and participants were invited to experience the other conditions. The researcher verified that participants left with an overall positive experience and provided them with an e-mail address for any further questions.

5 FINDINGS

Quantitative and qualitative analyses were applied to assess participants’ experience. An ANOVA analysis confirmed that the groups were balanced in all pretest measures (Need to belong, Self-esteem, and Attitudes towards robots). These ANOVA null effects were further verified using Bayesian effects analysis [35] which revealed that all effects yielded Bayes factors lower than 0.3, viewed as compelling support for the null model [26, 52].

In addition, the manipulation check confirmed that participants in all conditions provided close estimations for the number of tosses they received throughout the experiment.

5.1 Quantitative analysis

The quantitative analysis included a one-way ANOVA comparing the three conditions for the following dependent measures: Needs
Threat Scale (NTS); Mood questionnaire; Godspeed questionnaire (3 subscales), and the Lexical Decision task.

5.1.1 Subjective measures.

Needs Threat Scale. A separate one-way ANOVA analysis was performed for each of the four psychological needs (control, belonging, meaningful existence, and self-esteem; see Table 1), revealing that the robots’ tossing-ratio in the different conditions had a significant effect on each of the subscales (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Impact of the robots’ tossing-ratio on the four needs, showing significant negative impact of Exclusion on Control (top-right), Belonging (bottom-right), and Meaningful existence (bottom-left), and positive impact of Over-inclusion on Self-esteem (top-left).

Post-hoc multiple comparisons using Scheffe’s method indicated a similar pattern for the control, belonging, and meaningful existence needs. The Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions resulted in higher ratings than the Exclusion condition, indicating that participants in the Exclusion condition felt less sense of control, less sense of belonging, and less sense of meaningful existence. The difference between the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions was not significant. A different pattern was revealed for the self-esteem subscale, with higher ratings in the Over-inclusion condition than the Inclusion and Exclusion conditions, indicating that Over-inclusion increased participants’ self-esteem. The difference between the Inclusion and Exclusion conditions was not significant.

Mood questionnaire. The robots’ tossing-ratio had a significant effect on participants’ mood, F(2,33) = 11.28, p = 0.01 (see Figure 8, Left). Post-hoc multiple comparisons using Scheffe’s method indicated that the Inclusion (p < 0.001) and Over-inclusion (p < 0.001) conditions resulted in higher mood ratings than the Exclusion condition. The difference between the Inclusion and the Over-inclusion conditions was not significant.

Godspeed questionnaire. A separate one-way ANOVA analysis was performed for each of the three subscales of the ‘Godspeed questionnaire’ (Likability, Animacy, and Perceived Intelligence). We first compared the ratings of the two robots and as no difference was found between them (F<1) we grouped the ratings into a single measure of robots’ perception.

The only subscale that was significantly influenced by the robots’ tossing-ratio was the Likability subscale, F(2,33) = 8.88, p < 0.001 (see Figure 8, Right). Post-hoc multiple comparisons using Scheffe’s method indicated that the Inclusion (p = 0.04) and Over-inclusion (p < 0.001) conditions resulted in higher Likability ratings than the Exclusion condition. The difference between the Inclusion and the Over-inclusion conditions was not significant.

5.1.2 Objective measure.

Analysis of the Lexical Decision Reaction-Time task revealed a significant influence on participants’ implicit exclusion experience. The difference (in RTs) between exclusion-related words and neutral words was compared between the experimental conditions, revealing a significant effect F(2,33) = 4.03, p = 0.03 (see Figure 9). In the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions, the Reaction-Time to the exclusion-related words was longer than the Reaction-Time to neutral words (i.e. “slowing effect”). In the Exclusion condition, the “slowing effect” was eliminated and the Reaction-Time to exclusion-related words was similar to the Reaction-Time to neutral words, indicating that the exclusion-related words were relevant for the participant’s current context [16].

Figure 8: Analysis of Mood and Robots’ Likeability questionnaires, indicating a significant decrease in mood (left) and Robots’ likability (right), in the Exclusion condition.

Figure 9: Objective measurement of participants’ experience. The RT difference between exclusion-related words and neutral words revealed the expected “slowing effect” in the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions, but not in the Exclusion condition. The effect is eliminated due to the words relevance to the context.

5.2 Qualitative analysis

The interviews were transcribed and analyzed using Thematic Coding, a qualitative analysis methodology commonly used in HCI and HRI [8, 21]. The analysis included five stages: (1) A collection of interview transcriptions from each condition were read several times to develop a general understanding of the data; (2) Three
Researchers identified initial themes (individually), and discussed them with a fourth researcher in-depth until inconsistencies were resolved; (3) A list of mutually-agreed themes was defined; (4) All three researchers used the mutually-agreed themes to analyze a selection of the interviews independently (four interviews from each condition), and inter-rater reliability was verified (Kappa=85%); (5) Following inter-rater reliability confirmation, the three raters analyzed the rest of the data. In total, 540 quotes were analyzed, leading to four main themes: Involvement in the Interaction, Belonging, Sense of Control, and Robots’ Animacy.

5.2.1 Theme 1: Involvement in the Interaction.

Participants in all conditions explicitly mentioned their level of involvement in the interaction, and reflected on how it made them feel. Their responses varied between the conditions.

**Exclusion condition.** 11/12 of the participants in this condition reported an experience of exclusion: “They didn’t let me play, they ignored me, left me out” (P.28, M) and described their feelings: “It was quite frustrating I have to admit, I felt helpless” (P.25, M), “I experienced feelings of loneliness and alienation” (P.26, M), and even “I was meaningless” (P.27, M). Most participants associated the experience with the robots’ behavior and intent: “It’s like playing with another person who decides to toss only to another player” (P.16, F). Others were concerned that it is related to their own behavior: “They did not include me, maybe something is wrong with me, maybe I did something wrong” (P.15, F). Participants consistently reported a need to be included: “I kept waiting for them to toss me the ball” (P.1, F); “I wanted to participate, I wanted them to care about me” (P.3, M).

**Inclusion & Over-inclusion conditions.** Most participants in these conditions reported feeling included in the interaction (10/12 Inclusion, 9/12 Over-inclusion). They were satisfied with their level of involvement in the interaction: “I felt it was fair, they included me in the game” (P.19, F) and reported that it was a positive experience: “It was very nice. It brought a smile to my face” (P.35, M). They attributed the inclusion experience to the robots’ willingness to interact with them: “I felt as though I arrived as a stranger and they let me feel part of the group” (P.29, F). In some cases participants did not report on an emotional experience and were impartial: “I just tossed the ball, it had no meaning” (P.20, M).

5.2.2 Theme 2: Belonging.

Most participants in the Exclusion condition and a few in the Inclusion condition reported a low sense of belonging.

**Exclusion condition.** 8/12 participants stated that they felt like outsiders: “I was the third wheel, outsider” (P.3, M). They explicitly stated that they were not a part of the group: “They had their own language that I do not understand, so I was left-out, not part of the group” (P.14, M), and that it bothered them: “They continuously treated me as a stranger, it hurt a little” (P.4, M).

**Inclusion condition.** Despite taking an equal part in the interaction, some participants (3/12) reported that they felt somewhat like outsiders: “They have some kind of bond of their own, I tried to join the gang” (P.18, F). In some cases this feeling led to interpreting the interaction as a competition: “I thought they felt like I’m a stranger, I’m one against two” (P.32, F).

5.2.3 Theme 3: Sense of Control.

Most participants discussed their sense of control in the interaction. Their responses varied between the conditions.

**Exclusion condition.** 9/12 participants reported a low sense of control: “The robots decided when I got to participate, I was sitting and waiting for their decision” (P.14, M). They were frustrated: “I told them, enough with that, I am here, I am supposed to play with you” (P.28, M) and some participants tried to take control of the interaction by communicating with the robots: “I tried to wave my hands to teach them that it is better to take turns, but it didn’t work” (P.15, F).

**Inclusion & Over-inclusion condition.** Unlike the Exclusion condition, most participants in the Inclusion (9/12) and Over-inclusion (11/12) conditions reported a high sense of control. In some cases they stated that they shared control with the robots: “My role wasn’t more meaningful than theirs, we had the same position in the game” (P.9, M). In other cases participants felt that they controlled the interaction: “I was the leader of the game I guess” (P.6, M) and controlled the robots: “I was the puppet’s master” (P.23, M). Despite not being excluded, a small number of participants (2/12 Inclusion, 1/12 Over-inclusion) reported a need for increased control: “I couldn’t control their choices, I wanted to control them” (P.30, F).

5.2.4 Theme 4: Robots’ Animacy.

Most participants in all conditions described the robots using both animated descriptions: “It felt as if they are alive, I wanted to please them” (P.4, M) and mechanical descriptions: “I liked it’s mechanics, the magnet and sensors” (P.4, M). However, an interesting duality emerged, regarding the robots being “mechanical” yet evoking feelings and emotions. The duality was expressed mostly in the Exclusion condition (7/12 Exclusion, 4/12 Inclusion, 2/12 Over-inclusion). Participants were surprised by the emotions they experienced when interacting with a machine: “I felt something very odd, when they passed the ball to me I was like “yes! finally”, but then I think to myself, what’s going on… these are robots” (P.2, F). Participants described their attempts to think of the robots as machines: “After not receiving the ball I started convincing myself that they are robots and everything here is rational, but I noticed that I was feeling things” (P.1, F) and explicitly mentioned the duality associated with the interaction: “It’s just something, a machine, but it makes you feel things” (P.9, M).

6 DISCUSSION

In this work we tested if a Robot-Robot-Human Interaction (RRHI) can lead to a social exclusion experience as strong as ostracism, and impact fundamental psychological needs. We implemented an RRHI system with two non-humanoid robots and a moving ball operated by a hidden robotic arm. The system was used as a physical adaptation of the Cyberball experimental paradigm that was previously studied as a virtual interaction using VR and standard computers. The robots’ tossing-ratio, manipulated based on previous Cyberball studies, resulted in different social experiences. The Exclusion condition led to a negative experience related to ostracism, while the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions led to an experience associated with social inclusion. The ostracism experience in the Exclusion condition had a significant negative influence on participants’ mood and three out of four psychological
needs: control, belonging, and meaningful existence. We made sure to debrief participants at the end of the experiment and to alleviate any negative feelings. These effects are aligned with prior ostracism studies (conducted with the classic screen-based Cyberball paradigm), and are commonly explained by exclusion posing a threat to psychological well-being [64, 65]. The fourth need, self-esteem, was not negatively affected in the Exclusion condition, however, it was positively impacted in the Over-inclusion condition.

Participants’ experience of ostracism in the Exclusion condition was indicated by both objective and subjective measures. The Lexical Decision measure revealed that the "slowing effect" related to the processing time of negative words [16, 70] was replicated in the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions. In the Exclusion condition, the effect was eliminated, indicating the relevancy of the exclusion-related words and providing an objective indication for the exclusion experience. The subjective measures indicated the same pattern. Participants in the Exclusion condition described their experience using a variety of words related to ostracism, including being "ignored", "left-out", "unnoticed", "rejected", and "excluded". They reported that the interaction made them feel "weak", "irrelevant", "meaningless", "helpless", and "lonely". These intense negative emotions sometimes surprised the participants themselves, who were fully aware of the robots’ mechanical aspects and perceived them as mechanical devices. Most participants associated the exclusion experience with the robots’ unwillingness to interact with them, attributing agency and intent to the non-humanoid robots. Consistent social interpretations were also attributed to the robots in the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions, where participants reported positive feelings of being "a part of the game", "involved", and "included". They stated that the robots "made sure" and "made an effort" to include them in the interaction. These strong social experiences further contribute to the current body of work in RRHI, showing conformity [48] and ingroup-outgroup effects [22].

Experience in the Exclusion condition (in contrast to the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions) had a significant impact on participants’ mood, and on three fundamental psychological needs: control, belonging, and meaningful existence, all associated with psychological well-being. These results are aligned with previous ostracism studies [72], and are further supported by the qualitative findings. Participants described feeling a lack of control: "I couldn’t do anything, they had all the power" (P.25, M), and a lack of belonging: "I was an outsider, a stranger" (P.27, M). A few participants even mentioned a decreased sense of meaningful existence: "Nobody cared about me, I could leave and no one would notice" (P.5, M).

Self-esteem was the only psychological need (out of the four needs tested) that was not negatively affected in the Exclusion condition. Interestingly, this was also the only need that was positively influenced by Over-inclusion, and was the only need in which there was a significant difference between the Over-inclusion and Inclusion conditions. This increase in self-esteem implies that RRHI has the capacity to positively influence participants’ psychological well-being. Future research should test the extent and scope of this positive influence.

Another finding that should be further tested is the lack of observed differences between the Inclusion and Over-inclusion conditions in most measures. Previous classic cyberball literature indicates inconsistent over-inclusion effects [42]. Specifically in the case of exclusion by robotic objects, it is possible that the lack of effect is due to humans’ expectations that technology will be responsive to them and serve them [72].

Taken together, our findings indicate that human interaction with two non-humanoid robots can lead to an experience of ostracism and have a significant effect on mood and fundamental psychological needs. Together with previous work that showed conformity to robots [48] and ingroup-outgroup effects [22], our findings indicate that an interaction with more than one robot forms a social context that can have a powerful impact on human participants. More broadly, with the expected growth in autonomous devices and robotic objects in our daily lives, the likelihood of interacting with more than one robot increases. We suggest that further RRHI research should be conducted to better understand the risks and the potential of human interaction with more than one robot.

7 LIMITATIONS

This study has several limitations. Subjective measures may be influenced by the "good subject effect" [41], with participants providing pleasing responses. To limit this effect, participants were reassured that anything said is helpful and valuable. Additionally, it is possible that the interviewer influenced interviewees’ responses [44]. Therefore, we followed a strict interview protocol, and verified the interviewer’s awareness of this effect. We also verified that the interviewer uses neutral language. Another limitation relates to a possible order effect. To minimize such effect, participants first completed the Lexical Decision task, followed by the questionnaires, and finally the interviews. This order was constant across all conditions. In addition, the participants number was limited due to the challenge of running a physical interaction lab study during the COVID-19 pandemic. Power analyses using the actual effect sizes revealed the following power estimations for the dependent measures: Belonging, 0.89; Control, 0.92; Self-esteem, 0.71; Meaningful existence, 0.91; Mood, 0.83; Likability, 0.75; Lexical decision, 0.81. Lastly, the ball-tossing context may have influenced the results, as in every Cyberball study. We suggest that ostracism should be further studied in various RRHI contexts and with different populations (e.g. older adults).

8 CONCLUSION

In this study we showed that a Robot-Robot-Human Interaction can lead to a negative experience of ostracism, even when the robots have no humanoid features. The social context associated with the RRHI experience impacted fundamental human needs known to mediate psychological well-being. The parallels between being excluded by robots and being excluded by humans (in classic Cyberball studies), suggests that RRHI experiences have the potential to form a powerful social context that impacts humans’ emotions and behavior. We believe that additional research, mapping negative and positive social effects of Robot-Robot-Human Interaction, is needed to better understand this emerging field.
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